
Introduction 

Data assimilation (DA) for uncertainty reduction using 
reservoir simulation models normally demands high com-
putational time; it may take days or even weeks to run a 
single reservoir application, depending on the reservoir 
model characteristics. Therefore, it is important to acceler-
ate the process to make it more feasible for practical stud-
ies, especially those requiring many simulation runs. One 
possible alternative is to use proxy models to replace the 
reservoir simulator in some time-consuming parts of the 
procedure. However, the main challenge inherent in proxy 
models is the inclusion of 3D geostatistical realizations 
(block-to-block grid properties such as porosity and perme-
ability) as uncertain attributes in the proxy construction. In 
most cases, it is impossible to treat the values of all grid 
properties explicitly as input of the proxy building process 
due to the high dimensionality issue. 

This text presents a summary of the paper published by 
Maschio et al. (2023), which proposes a new methodology 
for data assimilation combining principal component anal-
ysis (PCA) with artificial neural networks (ANN) to solve 
this problem. The PCA technique is applied to reduce the 
dimension of the problem, making it possible and feasible 
to use grid properties in proxy modelling. The trained ANN 
is used as a proxy to the reservoir simulator, with the final 
goal of reducing the total computational time spent in the 
application. 

Methodology 

The general flowchart of the methodology is shown in 
Figure 1, and the main steps are described in the following: 

1) Using a set of geostatistical realizations previously gen-
erated using geological/geostatistical modeling software, 
apply the PCA technique for dimensional reduction and 
parameterization.  

2) Validate the PCA parameterization running the data 
assimilation process with reduced dimensions and compar-
ing with a reference solution from the conventional pro-
cess. 

3) Once the PCA parametrization is validated, a training 
data set is created to train the ANN, which is composed of 
the PCA variables besides other scalar attributes such oil 
water contact, relative permeability exponents, etc. 

4) Train and validate the artificial neural networks. A batch 
mode training process is applied in this step. 

5) Apply a DA method using the trained ANN to replace 
the simulator. 

6) Validate the results with the reservoir simulator.  

To validate the methodology, we run three data assimila-
tion processes (DA1, DA2 and DA3), described as follows: 

Data assimilation 1 (DA1): DA1 is the conventional pro-
cess in which the DA method (in our case, the ES-MDA, 
Emerick and Reynolds, 2013) updates the entire grid prop-
erties (all properties values, such as porosity and permea-
bility, for example) during the data assimilation. The pro-
cedure starts with the simulation of the prior numerical 
models (ensemble of models generated from the prior 
uncertainties, including the grid properties and the other 
scalar attributes), followed by an analysis step. From this 
point, there is an iterative process in which the ES-MDA 
updates the attributes according to the maximum number of 
iterations defined by the user. The results from the process 
DA1 are used as a reference solution to processes DA2 and 
DA3. 

Data assimilation 2 (DA2): before applying the image 
parametrization via PCA in the ANN training process (and 
further in DA, replacing the simulator with the ANN), it is 
necessary to confirm if the data assimilation works proper-
ly with the reduced-dimension problem. To do so, we run 
the process DA2. In DA2, instead of updating the entire 
grid property values, the ES-MDA updates the PCA coeffi-
cients. It is noteworthy that DA2 is an intermediate valida-
tion step, i.e., it is only run to confirm and validate the 

image parametrization via PCA.  

Data assimilation 3 (DA3): the objective of the DA3 is to 
speed up the DA process, the final goal of the methodolo-
gy. Once the PCA parameterization is validated with the 
DA2, we create the training data set, composed of the PCA 
coefficients plus the other scalar attributes. The DA3 para-
metrization is exactly the same as DA2; that is, the uncer-
tain attributes are composed of the PCA coefficients plus 
the other scalar attributes. The key difference in relation to 
DA1 and DA2 is that, in DA3, the trained ANN replaces 
the reservoir simulator, while in DA1 and DA2, the reser-
voir simulator is used in the entire process. In DA3, it was 
necessary to couple the trained ANN to the data assimila-
tion algorithm (ES-MDA) in such a way that, instead of 
calling the reservoir simulator, the ES-MDA calls the 
trained ANN. After the data assimilation in DA3, the re-
sults are validated submitting the posterior ensemble mod-
els to the reservoir simulator. 

Application and results 

The proposed methodology was applied in a Brazilian 
offshore field named S-Field, located in Campos Basin. 
There are 2,359 days of history data from which 2,206 days 
(from 0 to 2,206, denominated history period) were used in 
the data assimilation, and the rest (from 2,207 to 2,359, 
denominated validation period) was used to validate the 
models regarding its predictive capacity. The prior uncer-
tainties are composed of 200 geostatistical realizations plus 
59 other scalar attributes. The PCA reduced the number of 
variables from 81,398 to 209 (150 PCA coefficient plus 
other 59 scalar attributes). 

Figure 2 shows the history matching quality (NQDS, Nor-
malized Quadratic Deviation with Sign) for oil rate and 
bottom-hole pressure for the producer wells, comparing the 
performance of the three processes (DA1, DA2 and DA3). 
Analyzing the process DA2, it is possible to note, in gen-
eral, good similarity when compared with DA1 (reference 
solution). The results are similar for both prior and posteri-
or ensembles. First, this means that the simulation results 
using the original prior images (DA1 prior) and using the 
prior images generated via PCA (DA2 prior) are consistent. 
Second, the similarity between the posterior results (after 
the data assimilation) means that the DA process using the 
images generated via PCA (DA2) was successfully applied, 
i.e., the image parameterization using PCA (dimensional 
reduction) was validated. 

Analyzing the process DA3, although some specific differ-
ences have occurred, the DA3 provided overall good re-
sults. For most local OF, we can see that it converges to 
NQDS distributions close to the reference solution (DA1). 

Figure 3 shows the oil rate curves for one producer well 
(P6), comparing DA2 and DA3. In both processes, the data 
assimilation reduces the variability of the prior curves, but 
maintains a range of models encompassing the observed 
data. 
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Figure 1: General flowchart of the methodology. 
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Figure 4 shows the NQDS computed in the validation 
period. We can see an effective uncertainty reduction com-
paring the prior and posterior ensembles for the three DA 
processes. These plots also show that the DA1 tends to 
reduce the uncertainty more than DA2 and DA3 in some 
wells.  

It is worth mentioning that from DA1 to DA3, two major 
simplifications were introduced in the process: the strong 
dimensional reduction (by applying the PCA) and the 
substitution of the reservoir simulation by a proxy model 
(trained ANN). Thus, a small loss of accuracy would be 
naturally expected. Nevertheless, the global results from 
the proposed approach (DA3) are consistent. 

Conclusions and final remarks 

 The results from DA2 (using reduced dimensions) were 
similar to the results from DA1 (using full dimensions), 
meaning that the PCA parameterization applied in the 
data assimilation process worked properly, that is, the 
validation purpose was successfully accomplished. 

 The proposed methodology using dimensional reduc-
tion (applying PCA) allowed the effective inclusion of 
3D spatial properties in the construction and application 
of ANN-based proxies in the data assimilation process, 
contributing to a practical approach and covering a gap 
in the literature, especially in real-field applications. 

 The process DA3 (using the training ANN) enabled 
76.4% of computational time reduction, providing 
suitable results. 

 The main contribution of this work is the significant 
reduction in computational time of the data assimilation 
process, preserving the global quality of the results. 

More details and results can be found in the full version of 
the paper. 
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Figure 2: NQDS plots comparing the history matching qua-

lity of three DA processes. 

Figure 3: Oil rates curves for one producer well (P6) com-

paring DA2 and DA3. 

Figure 4: NQDS plot comparing the validation period (Np) 

of three DA processes. 
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